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About us
Established in 1999, Chesterfield Insurance Brokers is a leading Lloyd’s insurance
and reinsurance broker that provides bespoke services to support our clients’
growth and success.
We have the strength and capability to out-perform even the biggest and best known
international brokers across a wide variety of business lines, including the aviation sector.
Following our acquisition by the Kaufman Group in January 2012, we are well
positioned to service our global clients with strong financial backing, operational
independence and an experienced team of insurance professionals.

Your aviation team
Our professional brokers have successfully supported a wide range of clients, from
individuals to international companies.
As your broker, we will negotiate the most competitive terms on your behalf in all major
international insurance markets, including London. Our specialist aviation team has
excellent technical knowledge, plus a deep understanding of the risks you face and
how best to mitigate them with secure high quality risk carriers.
You will benefit from a single point of contact and a dedicated team that will service all
your aviation and aerospace insurance needs and requirements.
We understand your long-term goals and our tailored insurance products match your
needs now and in the future.

Product list

What makes us different

We provide expert assistance for the
following aviation and aerospace risks:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Hull and Liability for Fixed/Rotor Wing
Hull War Risk
Airfield Owners and Operators Liability
Product Manufacturers Liability

•
•
•
•

Personal Accident
Loss of Use
Loss of Licence
UAV Hull and Liability

Single point of contact
Most competitive terms
Highly responsive and reliable
Products tailored to your needs
First class claims and
technical departments

• Maintenance Repair and
Overhaul Liability
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